
 

Senate approves bill funding James Webb
Space Telescope

November 2 2011, by Jason Major

  
 

  

Yesterday afternoon the U.S. Senate approved H.R. 2112, a FY 2012 bill
from Maryland Senator Barbara Mikulski that would fund the James
Webb Space Telescope to launch in 2018. This is another step forward
for the next-generation space telescope, which many have called the
successor to Hubble... all that now remains is for the House to reconcile.

“We are creating the building blocks that we need for a smarter
America. Our nation is in an amazing race – the race for discovery and
new knowledge, the race to remain competitive,” Chairwoman Mikulski
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said. ”This bill includes full funding of the James Webb Telescope to
achieve a 2018 launch. The Webb Telescope supports 1,200 jobs and
will lead to the kind of innovation and discovery that have made
America great. It will inspire America’s next generation of scientists and
innovators that will have the new ideas that lead to new products and
new jobs.”

The bill was approved by a vote of 69 to 30.

Thanks to everyone who contacted their representatives in support of the
JWST and to all the websites out there that helped make it simple to do
so… and of course to all the state representatives who listened and stood
behind the JWST!

In addition to continued funding for the telescope the 2012 bill also
allots the National Aeronautics and Space Administration $17.9 billion
(still a reduction of $509 million or 2.8 percent from the 2011 enacted
level) and preserves NASA’s portfolio balanced among science,
aeronautics, technology and human space flight investments, including
the Orion Multipurpose Crew Vehicle, the heavy lift Space Launch
System, and commercial crew development.

It also supports funding for the NOAA.

“We are creating the building blocks that we need for a smarter
America. Our nation is in an amazing race – the race for discovery and
new knowledge, the race to remain competitive," said U.S. Senator,
Barbara A. Mikulski

Of course, we must remember that spending and allocation of funds is
not necessarily creating funds. As with everything, money has to come
from somewhere and it remains to be seen how this will affect other
programs within NASA. Not everyone is in agreement that this is the
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best course of action for the Administration at this point, not with the
overall reduction of budget being what it is.

  More information: Read the bill summary here.

Source: Universe Today
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